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Abstract 
Consider a dominated family 2 of probability measures; we investigate the question of whether 
a single probability Q c 3 equivalent to the whole family 2 exists. We show that for supermartm- 
gale, quasimartingale and martingale laws the answer is positive. We then provide a necessary 
and sufficient condition for the existence of an equivalent (super, quasi) martingale measure and 
deduce an alternative characterization of semimartingales. We further study this problem in the 
context of security markets models and generalize the well-known fundamental theorem of asset 
pricing to cover the case of markets with frictions. 
Kevwords. Semimartingale; Quasimartingale aw: Equivalent probability measure; Risk neutral 
inca sure: Arbitrage; Security markets 
1. Introduction 
Let ~ Y(f2, j )  be the set of probabilities defined on a measurable space (f2, .~z ) 
and fix a probability measure (pr.m.) P C 5/). Let L°(f2,,~-,P) be the space of P-a.~. 
finite random variables on ( (2 , ,~)  and, for any subset V C L°(Q,,Y,p), set V~ ~- {1-  
V : , />~0 P-a.s.}, V++ & { f  c V+ : P ( f  > 0) > 0},  and analogously tbr I" . 
Let K be a convex subset of  L°(Q, J ,P )  with 0 c K, and define 
`2~ A= {Q ~ • . Q << p, K C_L I (Q , ,~ ,Q)  and supE[)[k] < +ac/ ,  
k~r l< 
`2~ A= {Q c ,2~. Q~ p} .  
A relevant role for our further analysis is played by the fol lowing property: 
(°) 
Definition 1. We say that a family `2 • S is tamed if there exists a 0 ~ _2 such thal 
Q<<Q for all Q~3.  
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A first significant application of this property is provided in Theorem 9, where we 
prove that: 
if the family ~x is tamed, then 
~" 7 ~ 0 (A) 
if and only if 
Vf E L~+(f2,W,P), J?>~O" Vr > ? r f  ~ K -L~(~,~,P)  ~, (C) 
where ZX is a specific weak topology that we will introduce and explain later (Defini- 
tion 6). 
As we now show, the importance of this theorem is revealed from the investigation 
of almost sure properties of stochastic processes. 
Let Z be a finite or countable family of real adapted stochastic processes on a filtered 
probability space ((2,~,(~t)tE.~-,P), where •-= [0, +ec). 
Definition 2. We call a probability measure Q ~ 5v(f2, ~)  a quasimartingale law for 
Z if each process X c Z is a (~t)tE,~--quasimartingale under the probability measure 
Q. Similar definitions apply for semimartingale, submartingale, supermartingale and 
martingale laws for Z. 
Our first task is to show that the families of quasimartingale, supermartingale, sub- 
martingale and martingale laws for Z, that are absolutely continuous with respect o P, 
may be represented in the form (o) for a suitable choice of the set K (Lemma 11). 
Then, our second task is to show that the families of quasimartingale, supermartin- 
gale, submartingale and martingale laws for Z, absolutely continuous with respect o 
P, are all tamed families (Theorem 13 and Corollary 14). 
So, we can apply Theorem 9 above mentioned and conclude that (Corollary 15): 
condition (C), with the appropriate choice of the set K, is" necessary and suffi- 
cient for the existence of a quasimartingale, supermartingale or martingale law Jbr 
Z equivalent to P. 
An important consequence of this result is an alternative characterization f semi- 
martingales (Theorem 16): 
a real adapted stochastic process X c Z is a semimartingale if and only if condition 
(C) holds', where 
{/o } K = H dX • His an elementary predictable process, t]H[]o~ < 1 . 
It is possible to interpret these results in the theory of stochastic models of security 
markets. The so-called fundamental theorem of asset pricing (informally) states that 
in frictionless markets there exists an equivalent martingale measure (also frequently 
called risk neutral measure) if and only if the market admits "no arbitrage". 
Many authors (Dalang et al., 1990; Delbaen, 1992; Delbaen and Schachermayer, 
1994; Duffle and Huang, 1986; Frittelli and Lakner, 1994; Harrison and Pliska, 1981; 
Kreps, 1981; Lakner, 1993; Schachermayer, 1994; Stricker, 1990) have proposed if- 
ferent models of frictionless ecurity markets (essentially assuming different hypotheses 
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on the classes of admissible stochastic processes representing deflated price processes 
and of admissible trading strategies) in order to give the above theorem a precise and 
rigorous formulation. 
An important step in this direction was formulated by Stricker (1990) who discovered 
the pertinence of a theorem of Yan (1978/1979) to this subject. Yan's theorem has 
become an important tool in most subsequent works in the area: and indeed also 
Proposition 8 is clearly inspired by Yan's work. 
In a former paper Frittelli and Lakner (1994) studied this problem in the context 
of frictionless market (the martingale case) and provided a new formulation of the 
fundamental theorem of asset pricing. No one would expect the theorem to be true in 
Ji'ietional markets too (see for example Jouini and Kallal, 1995), but in this work w,: 
analyze to what extent and under what restrictions the theorem may be generalized t,> 
cover also the frictional markets cases. 
We model a fairly general class of restrictions by requiring the trading strategies to 
belong to a convex set O. The selection of this set determines the class of ach~Tissib/c, 
trading strategies. The generality of the specification of O provides sufficient flexibility 
in order to treat different forms of constraints. Moreover, in our model any real adapted 
stochastic process may be selected lbr representing the (deflated) price process of an 
available asset. 
In Section 4 we interpret condition (C) as a no extreme arbitrage opportunit.v condi- 
tion and we then deduce that there exists an equitalent quashllartin~lale mea,s'ttre ([att,;[ 
(mh' ([ no extreme arbitrage opportuniO, exists (Corollary 18). This may also be 
rephrased by saying that a real adapted process is a semimartingale ([ and onh' i[ n.'~ 
extreme arbitrage opportunity exists. The special case of shortsa/e constraints is als,:~ 
considered (Corollary 18). 
2. Tamed families of probabilities 
2.1. Properties amt examples 
We recall that two families .~ ,Yc  cS of probabilities are equivalent (.~ ~ 4)) iff 
VA C ~ (R(A) = 0 VR ~ .~) ¢> (Q(A) - 0 VQ ~ ~) and that a family of probabilities 
is dominated by a probability Q if Q << Q VQ E J. So, a family ~ is tamed if and 
only if it is dominated by a single measure Q E 4). Clearly, a single probability 0 ~ :) 
dominates the family ~ if and only if Q ~ 4). 
Lemma 3. A dominated fami ly  ~?c_ y is tamed (1~ Jor any countable fami ly  
{Q,,},,c. c 3, there exists a sequence {a,,},,~. q)c positive real numbers such that 
Z,,%, a,,Q,, ~ 3. 
Proof. The Halmos-Savage (1947) lemma guarantees that any dominated family of 
probabilities ~ contains a countable equivalent family. Thus, to show that a dominated 
family ~ is tamed it is sufficient o prove that any given countable family {Q,,},,eh c- 2 
is dominated by some measure in Y. _-. 
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Remark 1. A dominated family 3 is tamed if and only if for any given countable 
family {Q~},,c~ E 3, there exists a sequence {a,,}<~ of set functions a, : ~ 
(0,+oc) such that ~o~ ,, 1 a,,Q,, E 3 (we defer the proof to the Appendix). 
oK Recall the notation (o) given in the Introduction for ~a" Note that if K is positively 
homogeneous ( k E K,;t >~O ~ ).k E K ) then ~2Ka { Q E S : Q << P, K C_L I ( g2,S,Q )
and supkcKEQ[k ] 0} while if K is homogeneous (k ~ K, 2 E R ~ ,kk E K) then 
~a x ~ {Q c L- ° • Q << P, K C_L~(~2,J;zT, Q) and EQ[k] = 0 Vk E K}. 
Here are two trivial examples of tamed families (we defer the proofs to the Ap- 
pendix): 
Example 4. Let K C L~(f2, Y ,P )  be such that ~x is not empty, then ~ is tamed 
Example 5. Let K C_ L°(f2, ~,  P) be countable, then 3~a is tamed. 
Note that from a well-known theorem of Dellacherie (Dellachierie and Meyer, Ch. 
VII, Theorem 57) one may deduce that, for K countable, there always exists a proba- 
bility measure Q equivalent to P such that K C LI(Q, Y ,  Q) and supk~K EQ[k] < +exp. 
This implies that ~f  is not empty and ~ is tamed. 
2.2. The topology 
We denote with Z(Q,Y )  the space of finite signed measures on ( fLY) .  Let 
K C_L°(f2,,N,P) be an arbitrary set. Define 
SK & Lin {K U L~'(~2,,~,P)}, 
S~ ~= {pCZ(O,.~)'p<<P and L Isldlal < +~ Vs~ &} 
= {s' E LI( f2,~,P) "Ee[ls'sl] < +oc Vs c &} .  
Note that S~: is a subspace of the algebraic dual of SK and so (SK, S~:) defines a dual 
system. 
Definition 6. Let rX be any topology on SK compatible with the dual system (Sx, S)). 
(Sx, rX) is a locally convex topological vector space (see Grothendieck, 1973, Ch. II, 
Sections 8 and 13) that, in general, is not metrizable (see Frittelli and Lakner (1994) 
and Lakner (1993) for further details on this topology). 
One example of a topology compatible with (Sx,S~x) is the weakest opology ~ on 
SK which is stronger than each Ll(Q, ,~,Q)-norm topology, for all Q ~ P such that 
K C LI(~2,-~, Q) (again see Frittelli and Lakner (1994) for more details). 
Note also that if one requires KC_L~(f2, Y ,P )  then SK = L°c(f2, Y ,P ) ,  S~x = 
L I (Q, ~ ,  P) and one may, for instance, choose as rX the more familiar weak* topology 
a(L~*,L l) on L~(Q,~-,P).  
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Remark 2. Sx, S,~, and rx are invariant under substitution of P with an equivalent 
probability measure: this implies that also the geometric ondition (C) will have this 
remarkable property. 
2.3. A basic theorem 
Let K•L° (D , .N ,P ) .  For any VCS~- we denote with T Ca 
topology. Consider the following conditions: 
(A) @ ¢ O. 
(B) VA C ~ : P(A) > 0 3Q.4 c 
(c) v l~  L;~+(Q,,~,P), 3 ;>0 
(CI) L~++(Q. , C P )AK  Ly(D,  
(T) 4~, is tamed (i.e. ~0 e ~'~ 
its closure in the rk 
3~" "QA(A) > O. 
• Vr > F r f  ~K L~(Q,.~.P" ~" 
~- ,p )  '~ = O. 
) K Q<<£)  VQ ~ ~,) .  
Proposition 7. 1,1 the family ~x is tamed, then (A) amt (B) are equivalenr 
!1" the set K is positively homogeneous then (C) atut (C1) are equi~;ah,nr 
Proof. It is straightforward to check that (A) ~ (B), (A) ~ (T), (B) and (T) ~, (A). 
The second statement is obvious. C] 
Proposition 8. Let K C L° (D , j ,P ) .  Then (A) implies (C). I [K  is convex and 0 ~ K, 
then (C) implies 4~, " ¢ 0 and (B). 
Proof. (A) ~ (C)" Let Q E 2)" and c? & supx['[k ] < +~ where /~[k] ~ Ez,[/'kl 
and f' & dQ/dP ~ S~x. Define G ~ {s~Sl ,  :/'Isle<C}. G is closed in (S/,,rt,) 
since i' ~ S~.. If g ~ (K -  L+)  then E[.q]~<d and therefore (K I .~)~ ~;(;. 
Let f c l~-~, ' thenE[ f ]  > 0(sinceO~ ~P)  and we may select t: =: ~.'~ Fort  > ?we 
have E[r./] > 1:Elf] ~; hence r f~ G. 
(C) ~. (B) : This part of the proof, which is inspired by Yan (1978/1979), is a simph," 
application of the separation theorem in a locally convex topological vector space. 
Fix A ~,C  such that P(A) > 0 so that 1A ~L  ~ Fix also r > F. Since the compact 
set {rl~} is disjoint from the closed convex set (K -L~)  ~' the separation theorem 
(Grothendieck, 1973, Ch. II, Section 7, Proposition 10) guarantees the existence of a 
nontrivial functional s' c S~ such that 
sup Ep[s ' (k -  h)] < Ep[s'rl4] < +oc. 
k~K. hCl.~ ~ 
Take k 0; then suPaeLTEp[-s'h ] < +,  implies s'~>0 P-a.s. Define Q~ by 
dQA/dP ,,"/lls'llL,, so then Qa << P- 
Take h = 0; then supk~xEo,[k ] < EQ4[rlA] rQ,4(A ). Hence QA ~ 2~ and 22 is 
not empty. Now, 0 ~ K implies Qa(A) > 0. 
From Propositions 7 and 8 we deduce: 
Theorem 9. [! 3.~ K is a tamed [bmih'. and K C L°(D, ~, P) is a concex set with 0 (- K 
then conditions (A), (B) and (C) are equivalent 
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Remark 3. Note that one may replace L+~+ with (Sx)++ and L~ ° with (SK)+ in con- 
dition (C). 
Furthermore, let f E L+~+ and let the set U( f )  C_[0, +oo] be defined by: 
U(f) z~ c~ = ~ if Eo[f] > 0 for {2E~'~ andc ~ supEQ[k] < +ec 
+oo if Eo[f] : 0 kCK 
Set r ( f )  & i n fU( f )~< +oo.  Clearly (B) holds if and only if r(1A) < +oo VA C 
: P(A) > 0. Moreover one may select r ( f )  to replace P in condition (C). Indeed, 
(A) ==~ (C) with ? = r ( f )  (we defer the proof to the Appendix). 
3. Almost sure properties of stochastic processes 
3.1. Quasimartingale, supermartingale and martingale laws 
Let Y & [0, +oo), (~ ,~,  (~) tE J ,P )  be a filtered probability space with Y0 trivial 
and complete, X -: (XJ)jeJ be a family of real adapted stochastic processes X j = 
(X/),c~ on (~,~, (~) t~,~- ,P ) ,  where the index set ~ = {1,2,...} c ~ may be finite 
or countable. Set J = sup {J]} ~< ÷ oo. 
Let O = (OJ)j~j, be a family of  subsets OJ C_L°(~2, Y ,P )  such that 0 E OJ. Denote 
by E the space of bounded elementary predictable processes on (~, Y ,  (~) tE J ,P )  (see 
Dellacherie and Meyer, 1978, Ch. VIII, 2) and by E °j the class of processes H E E 
that have the following representation: 
n 
H = ZHil(ti,ti+,] where H i EL°° ( (2 ,~, ,P )  A 6)J 
i - -0  
and 0~<t0 < .-. < tn+l is a finite sequence of time indices ti ~ Y .  
For any j E 3 and x J  E Y we may define the elementary integral application 
// 
Ij : E °' --~ L°(ELJ~,P), H --~ Z Iti(X~+, - xJt, ). 
i--O 
Let us denote the image I j (E °~ ) of E °j by Ij[6)J]. 
Define 
J 
I[6)] & ~-~IjE6)J]. 
j= l  
Note that f C 116)] if and only if f = J), + . - .  + J),,. is any finite sum of elements fj, 
where each fj~ belongs to a different set Iji[6)J']. Notice also that 0 ¢ lj[6)J] and that if 
0 j are all convex sets then Ij[6)q and 116)] are convex as well. We now select four 
specific sets of  special interest; we defer their financial interpretation to Section 4. 
Definition 10. 
M ~ 110] when 0 j : L° (~,Y ,P )  Vj E J] 
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M & 1[0] when 0 j = L°_(~L.N,P) Vj ~ 
M+ A= I[0] when O ) = L°(fL Y ,  P) Vj ¢ ,D 
MI A I[0] where o J= O1 A {H C L~(~,g,P)IIHII~ 1} V/~ S. 
Similar definitions apply for each component (for example MJ+ ~- !i[O j] when O / : 
L°+(EL,~,P). 
In the following we will replace the set K appearing in Sections 1 and 2 by the 
convex sets M,M ,M+,MI. Note that 0 belongs to all the above sets, M is a linear 
space, M and M+ are positively homogeneous. 
Lemma 11. [['Z is a finite family, then ~ '  represents the set ~/quasimartin#ale htws 
for Z that are absolutely continuous w.r.t. P. For a countable jamily Z, ~2~/ 2',~ t ~)'~' 
represent respectively the sets of submartinqale, supermartinqale and martin,qale laws 
Jor Z that are absolutely eontinuous w.r.t. P. 
Proof. First note that the integrability requirements are satisfied for all the pr.m. we 
are considering (note also that if S0 was not supposed to be trivial, an integrability 
condition on X0 should have been assumed). Let Q << P. Define 
VarQ[XJ], A sup EQ E~)[X[,L - XL ; }] 
7r(t) L i=0 
where the sup is taken over all finite partitions 7r(t) of [0, t] A Y .  By definition X / is 
a Q-quasimartingale if VarQ[XJ] A VarQ[XJ]~. < +:~.  If f ~ M[, then 
and one gets the equality supfe,~.ti, EQ[f] = VarQ[XJ] from considering H/ == 
sgn(EQ[X/+, -X / [~, ] ) .  Therefore Q is a quasimartingale law for x i if and only it" 
suPtcnli, EQ[f] < +ac. 
For a finite family Z, supfeM, EQ[f] ~J  i VarQ[X/], and so Q is a quasimartingale 
measure for z if and only if sup fe M EQ[f] < +oc. 
Q is a submartingale (resp. supermartingale) law for X/ i f  and only if EQ[f] <~0 V/C- 
M' Q,< mj ml - M i (resp. M j )  and, hence, if and only if Q E ~2, (resp. ) since . and are 
positively homogeneous. Therefore Q is a submartingale (resp. supermartingale) law 
for Z if and only if Q ~ ~-  (resp. Q,Xt. ). 
Q is a martingale law for XJ if and only if Eo[f] = 0 ~/f c M j and, hence, if and 
only if Q c 2~ ~ since MJ is homogeneous. Therefore Q is a martingale law for z if 
and only if Q ~ 9,~t [] - -a  • 
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3.2. The taming property of (super, quasi) martingale laws 
We consider now a well-known result (due to Jacod, 1979, Ch. 7, Theorem 42). The 
probability measures in Theorems 12 and 13 are assumed to be absolutely continuous 
w.r.t.P. 
Theorem 12 (countable convexity of semimartingale laws). Let {Q~ },,c~, be semimartin- 
gale laws Jor a process X ~ Z, an positive constants uch that ~n~l an 1 and Q 
2 ~ n=l anQn. Then Q is a semimartingale aw for x.  
From this theorem and Lemma 3 we deduce that the family of dominated semimartin- 
gale laws is tamed. We now show that also the families of dominated quasimartingale, 
submartingale, supermartingale and martingale laws, for the countable family Z, are 
tamed: 
Theorem 13. Let {Qn},,~ be quasimartingale laws (resp. submartingale, supermar- 
tingale, martingale laws)for  L Then there exist positive constants an such that 
oc ~c ~n=l an = 1 and Q ~ ~n=l anQn is a quasimartingale law (resp. submartingale, 
supermartingale, martingale law)for Z. 
ProoL First assume that Z consists only of a single process XJ. Vn E ~, VO<~s<~t 
the inequality [Xj[ ~< IEQ,,[X/t~slI+IX~!-EQ,,EX/I3sdl <~EQ,,[IX/]I;~.]+IEQ,[X/-XJI.~.]I 
holds and we get EQ,, [IX,! 1] 4 EQ,, [Ixii]] +EQ,, [[EQ,, [X/-X~/]~-s] I  ~< EQ,, [IX/I] +VarQ,, [xJ]t. 
Define 
2-n 
bn & 
1 + Ee,,[IX/I] + VarQ,,[XJ]n 
so that for each s E oN-, and for n sufficiently large (n ~> max(s,j)) we have 
bnEQ,,[lXJI] <<. bn(EQ,[IX/I] + VarQ,,[XJ]n) ~<2 -n. 
Assume that each Qn is a quasimartingale law for X j. Set 
b ?l ~N2 
an & ~I+VarQ[X J ] '  where eE  N is such that Zan= 1. 
" n = 1 
Clearly 0 < bn ~< 2-n and 0 < an ~< ~bn. Since Q is a probability measure, we need only 
to show that VarQ[XJ] < +oc. For each s ~ J-,  the series ~'~,,~-I bnEo,,[lXJl] converges 
and so does }-~'~n°~l anEQ,,[If]] for any f E M~. The monotone convergence theorem 
and the dominated convergence theorem now imply that VarQ[X j] = supfEM (EQ[f] = 
supf6M / ~nOCl anEo,,[f] ~ ~n° 'C l  a~VarQ,,[Xq <~ Z,,Z, ~b,, <~ . 
Assume now that Q~ are submartingale aws for X j. Let 
zx bn 
an Em%l bm. 
Then, by the same argument as above, }-~,,~l anEQ,,[lfJ] converges for each f E MJ 
and we get EQ[f] = ~ n=l anEQ,[f] <~ O V.f ~ M j . 
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If Q,, are supermartingale laws for x /  then Q,, are submartingale laws for -X / .  Q 
A= ~i~,, a,,Q,, is therefore a submartingale law for -X  ~ and hence a supermartingale 
law for X j. 
If Q,, are martingale laws for XJ then Q,, arc submartingale and supermartingale 
laws for X / and therefore so is Q -~ ~1 a,,Q,,. Being both a submartingale and a 
supermartingale law, Q is a martingale law for X/. 
To prove the theorem when Z is a finite or countable family, just replace h,, with 
2 /~ 
l + max,  . . j .<,,~ {Eo,,[Ix,{I] + var~),[xi],,} 
and, for the quasimartingale case, a,, with ~b,, (1 + max~iv,, .¢j{Varo.[X/]} ) ~ ] 
From Theorem 13, Lemma 3 and Lemma 11 we immediately get 
Corollary 14. Each (not empO') Jamily y..~t, 2,,~/ , ~:~/, _~,i~/ is tamed. 
3.3. A semimartingale characterization 
Theorem 9, Proposition 7 and Corollary 14 now yield: 
Corollary 15. / f  the family Z is finite, then there exiyts a quasimartingah' tw Q/or  
z equivalent o P (/" and only iJ' (C) hohts with K r~7)laced b 3, MI. For a countable 
fitmily Z, there exists a martingah, (resp. submart#zgah,, stq)ermartin~jale) law Q/or  
Z equiL~alent to P ( /and on O, it (C I) hohts with K replaced hy M (resp. M , M i ). 
Remark 4. Conditions (C) and (C1) are invariant under substitution of the reference 
measure P with an equivalent one; therefore, the statements in Corollary 15 may be 
interpreted as an almost sure characterization f quasimartingales, supermartingales and 
martingales. We note that (only) the martingale case was considered in a previous work 
(Frittelli and Lakner, 1994). 
Since a real adapted process X = (X~)te y is a (Q,.~-,(-~),¢ ~-,P) semimartingale up 
to infinity if and only if there exists a probability measure Q equivalent o P under 
which X is a quasimartingale (see for example Dellacherie and Meyer (1978) Ch. VII, 
Theorem 58 and also Remark 58 for the generalization to vector valued process), from 
Corollary 15 we deduce the following: 
Theorem 16. A uector L, alued adapted process Z -  (X, I . . . . .  X/)rc y is a (Q, Y ,  (.~'%), 7, 
,~)-sem#mlrtingale up to inJinit 3" ([and only if condition (C) hohts with K rephlccd 
hv Mi. 
Remark 5. We have chosen the index set ~Y & [O,+.vc) in order to simplify tile 
notation. However, any subset of [O,+c~c,) (containing O) would also be appropriate 
(we defer the proof to the Appendix). 
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4. Security markets models 
We apply 
models. 
Let 3- & 
processes on 
available for 
the available 
the results of previous sections to the study of stochastic security markets 
[0, T] and let now the f inite family Z = (Xt I . . . . .  XJ)tE.e of real adapted 
(f2, Y ,  (~) tc  : ,  P) represent the (deflated) price processes of J securities 
trading in the market. The set of cumulative gains resulting from trading in 
assets is I[O] where O now determines the class of admissible strategies: 
I [01  ~ : kJ C l j [~ )j] V j  = 1 . . . .  ,N  , 
I,J=l 
kj = :x , (H; )  ~ V 'H#Y;  - X~) for H; ~ E °'. = ~ i k#'lt+l 
i~0 
We see that a trading strategy consists of the selection of a finite number of trading 
dates O<~to < . . .  < t,+l, ti E .Y-- and a finite number of a.s. bounded, Ft,-measurable 
r.v. H/  E 6): which determine the amount invested in asset j between date ti and ti+l. 
If 0 j (for all j )  coincides with the whole space L°(~2, Y ,P )  then no restrictions are 
imposed on the class of trading strategies and the set M of cumulative gains (or the 
set of contingent claims replicable with admissible trading strategies with zero initial 
cost) is a linear space. The limitation of no shortselling is modeled by requiring OJ = 
L°+(I2,~,P) and in this case M+ is a convex cone. Further (convex) constraints on 
trading strategies may be imposed simply by requiring that OJ is a (convex) set, as in 
the case of O l and Ml. 
It has been already pointed out by many authors (see for example Jouini and Kallal, 
1995) that, when one allows frictions in security markets models, one may not expect 
to identify the appropriate pricing functionals with equivalent martingale measures (or 
risk neutral measures). For example when there are shortsale constraints it is reasonable 
to look, for the purpose of super-replication and no arbitrage pricing, for equivalent 
supermartingale measures: indeed one would like to bet the supermartingale goes down, 
but one is unable to do so because of the constraint. 
In the sequel we will denote with K C_ L°(g2, ~ ,  P) an arbitrary convex set that is to 
be interpreted as the set I [0]  of cumulative gains. We will then replace the generic 
set K with sets of the form I[O] for specific selections of the convex sets 0 ]. 
From the previous sections we know that (A) is the condition of the existence of 
a quasimartingale (resp. submartingale, supermartingale, martingale) law Q equivalent 
to P, when K is replaced with Mt (resp. with M,  M+, M). From Corollary 14 and 
Proposition 7 we know that (A) and (B) are equivalent. 
We say that a random variable k c K is an arbitrage opportunity if 
k~>0 P-a.s. and P(k > O) > O. 
Remark 6. If the set K is positively homogeneous, then (B) implies that there are 
no arbitrage opportunities. Indeed, suppose k is an arbitrage opportunity and let A 
{k > 0}. Then there exists a QA C 2x  a " QA(k > 0) > 0 and QA(k < O) = 0 
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(since P(k < 0) - 0). Therefore EQ,[k] > 0 which contradicts the requirement that 
supk~K EQ,[k] : O. 
Definition 17. We say that (K, rK) admits no extreme arbitrable opportunity if condi- 
tion (C) holds. 
We say that (K, rx)  admits no (tlohalfree lunch if condition (C1) holds. 
Note that by definition there exists an extreme arbitrage opportunity if and only if 
~.t E L~+, E {~,,},,~ E ~.  s.t. ~,, + +oc and (~,,f)  ~ K L "~;*  Vn ~ P<q. 
Here IS an (informal) interpretation of these definitions (we will suppose, in order to 
simplify the notations, that g - {X}). 
A .qlobal j?ee hmeh (for M+) consists of a P-as.  nonnegative and nonzero random 
variable f which may be "approximated" by a random variable.f :  ,q -  h ¢ M+ L]~ 
where ,q : ~',~'oHi(J(t,+, Xt,) C ~+ is replicable by a bounded trading strategy 
(Hi)i 0_,N such that Hi E L~C(f2, ~ , ,P )  and Hi >~0 P-a.s. (prohibition of shortselling). 
Note that, even though each Hi is bounded, the approximation of J may eventually 
require arbitrarily larye investments. 
An extreme arbitrage opportunity (for M1) consists of a P-a.s. nonnegative and 
nonzero random variable f and a diverging sequence :(,, of positive real numbers such 
that each (arbitrarily larye) (~, f )  may be "approximated" by random variables.~, --: 
#,, -- h,, ~ MI - L+ where g,, = z~i=o i ~. ,,,, -- X, ) ~ MI is replicable by a bounded 
trading strategy (H")i_o,...,m such that H~ ~ L~(Q,~, ,P )  and ]ltt,!'][-,~ <~1 Vn < ~:J . 
This means that in order to approximate ach ~,,.[" only investments that do not exceed 
a limited amount are admitted. 
Corollary 15 and Theorem 16 may now be restated as: 
Corollary 18. There exists a quashnartinqale law Q jor  Z equivalent o P ([and only 
![' (MI, z,~t~ ) admits no extreme arbitra#e opportunity. 
"Fhere exists a submartingale (resp. supermartinqale, marthTgale) law Q jor  Z equi~'- 
alent to P i[" and only ([ (M_, r.~t ) (resp. (M+, rM+ ), (M, r,~1 )) a¢hnits no .qlohal ./i'ee 
hmch. 
A vector valued adapted stochastic process Z is a vector semimartingale ([and onh' 
![ (MI, rM, ) admits no extreme arbitrage opportuniO'. 
Appendix 
Proof  of Remark 1. We show that if Q E ~ dominates 9 and hence any countable 
family {Q,,},,~ E 9 then it is possible to determine set functions a~ with positive 
values so that Q(A) = ~n~l  an(A)Q~(A), A ~ ,~. Assume that Q ~ {Q,,},,~l ~ 5, 
and Q,, ~ ~ and fix a set A E .~. Given A and {Q~},,~I one uniquely determines the 
h A strictly increasing subsequence { j }j=I,_,N C ~ , N~< + ~,  such that Q<,(A) > 0 (if 
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Q,(A) = 0 Vn~>l then a~(A)= 1 Vn~>l ). Define 
{ ~ if N < +oc 1 if Qn(A) = 0 7  
zx 2 - i  if N +oc, n A a,(A) ~= Q(A) where X.  = = = h j  
x , ,~  if Qn(A) > 0 1 otherwise. 
Then 
cx: N N 
a~(A)Q,(A ) = ~ a~, (A)Qh./(A ) = O(A ) ~ x~/ = Q(A ). 
n=l  j= l  j= l  
[] 
Proof of Example 4. Assume that ~a x ¢; 13. Let {Q~}, ,~ ~ 3~ and c, & supk~ 
EQ,,[k]>~O (since 0 ~ K). Define 
= where :~ 
a, zx ~1 +cn ~=1 17c , , )  
--I 
Clearly c~ < +oc,  0 < an~<c~2 -n and ~n~l an = 1. Let Q A= ~- i  anQ,. Since 
a,EQ,,[INI]<~2 -'~ Ilkll~, for each k C K ~- i  a~EQ,,[lkl] is convergent and we get 
oc ,~K Eo[k ] ~n~a, ,Eo , [k ]<~, ,=,a , , c , ,<~,~2 "=~,  so Q~, .  [] 
K Proof of Example 5. Let {Q,},,c~ E 3 a, K :_ {ki}ic~ and c, & supicNEQ,[ki]>~O 
(since 0 C K). Define 
2-" bn bn 
bn A= , an ~ C~ , where ~ 
1 + maxj <~i~<,(EQ,[lkil]) 1 @ c n n=l  1 -c  Cn 
--I 
Clearly 0 < b,~<2 -" , .:~ < +oc,  0 < a,,<<.~b, and ~-1  an = 1. Let Q & ~n~l  anQ,. 
-n  ~c From b,,EQ,, [[k~ t]--~ 2 for n ~> i, we deduce that ~,,=, a,Eo,, [Ik~ I] is convergent for each 
oc ~ K i 6 ~ and we get EQ[ki] = }-~n~=, a, EQ. [ki] <~ ~n=, ancn ~< ~ }-~,,~ 2 -Z' ~. so Q ~ ~a" 
[] 
ac 0 K Proof of Remark 3. Let f ~ L++. Then, since 0 C ~e, L'[J'] > 0 and r ( f )  < +oc. 
Take any r > r ( f )  and let c > 0 such that r r ( f )  + c. By definition of r ( f )  
there exists ~c ~ U( f )  : r(f)<~c~  < r ( f )+c .  Let Q~ ~ ~a x " ~c = d/E~[f]  
where c ~ = supkcKE~[k] < +re. Eqk] & Ep[yCk] and y~ ~= dQ~/dP c S~x since 
QC E 3~. Define G c ~ {s E Sx'EC[s]<~dc}. G~ is closed in (Sx, rx) since y-~ ~ 5~:. 
- L+)  CG ~. However, EC[rf] = If  .q E (K L~)  then E -~ [.q] ~< cc and therefore (K ~ ~x 
( r ( f )  + c)E~[f] > cdE~[f] = c ~ so that (r f )  f~ G ~. [] 
Proof of Remark 5. Let Y be an arbitrary subset of [0, +oc)  such that 0 ~ ,Y-- and set 
T ~ sup {J-}. Replace, in the proof of  Lemma 11, VarQ[XJ]:,c with Varo[XJ]r. So 
only the proof of Theorem 13 must be modified. Let {r,},c~ E Y such that %, T T. 
Then Vs 6 .7 3rn = m(s) 6 N such that s~<%z. The sequence b, is then given by 
/ }' b,, ~= 2 " I + EQ.[IxM I] + VarQ.[Xi]~,~ [] 
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